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Our Church founder and mentor, late Pastor (Dr.) Abraham Adegoke Oyedeji was the first senior prefect of the school where we
gather today. Daddy had infinite passion for education and the community progress, in particular youth development.

Our present Pastor, Dr. Oluwagbemiga Famojuro has continued on the legacy of daddy Oyedeji. To honor daddy
Oyedeji’s legacy, several community outreach programs were initiated by Dr. Famojuro; include the construction / donation of a
new ultra-modern maternity center at Ile Agbebi (CAC Maternity Hospital) at Ede; setting of an endowment program at New York
Seminary Institute; establishing of Goke Food Pantry in Brooklyn, NY which provides free food items to some 5000 individuals
monthly. The Library project is yet another program to honor daddyOyedeji’s legacy.

Our Church entire congregation embraced the Library project when the idea was initiated. To God be the glory, we are here today
at the official presentation of books to the initial set of schools. Libraries are gateways to knowledge and culture, and play
fundamental roles in education and learning process. Libraries also create opportunities for learning, support literacy and
education, and help shape new ideas and perspectives that are central to creative and innovative society.
Advancement of human knowledge or preservation of cumulative knowledge and heritage for future generations would be difficult
to achieve in a society without Libraries.

Libraries give people the opportunity to develop vocabulary and improve reading skills. Libraries are also important in present
digital world. Libraries improve education and play vital roles in education and learning process at schools. Despite today’s high
speed connectivity and endless supplies of information at our fingertips, people still depend on library to navigate everyday tasks.
Students rely on library to have access to books, reading instruction, computers, and internet access.

Libraries Enrich Communities. Libraries do more than provide resources and education; they provide opportunities for people to
come together and to network, creating a sense of ownership and belonging in their community. There are many people who love
reading. But they can’t afford to buy books because the prices of books are very high. Membership in a library can afford a student
to borrow valuable books for a period of time, generally 2 weeks. Libraries are particularly useful for children because it provide
them the access to books they may require for their studies.

In closing, students at the beneficiary schools are encouraged to form Book Clubs and Reading Book Clubs.

Happy reading, good luck and God bless.

Evangelist Segun Fasusi
Church Secretary

CAC 1st in the Americas



Goke Oyedeji Humanitarian Outreach (GOHO)

Mission and Vision

Goke Oyedeji Humanitarian Outreach (GOHO) is committed to living out its mission in every facet of life. We 
promote an inclusive vision of intellectual tradition; coordinates a variety of literacy initiatives relating to the 
human compassion and empathy demonstrated by our father, Late Pastor Dr. Goke Oyedeji. GOHO encourages 
programs that benefit the less fortunate and ensures that the spiritual and intellectual needs of students are 
met. 

GOHO also invites students, faculty and staff of various religious traditions to experience opportunities for the 
flourishing of their own human needs and extends our Pentecostal mission in ways that will contribute to the 
social and spiritual transformation of localities in different states in Nigeria

Goals and Objectives
Goke Oyedeji Humanitarian Outreach:

• Provides opportunities for students in low income communities in Nigeria through READING of different 
texts to be thoughtful about the world they live in and the contribution they could make to the world around 
them.

• Promotes critical inquiry among young adults about exemplary citizenship.
• Seeks to provide opportunities for students, faculty and staff to grow in knowledge of the intersections 

between and among learning and life experiences.
• Is always ready to collaborate with schools in low income communities in Nigeria, inclusive of religious 

affiliation, to explore how faith not only enriches our lives, but also the community of which we are 
members.
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GOHO Committee Members
(Arrange photos in a circle with Pastor Dr. Famojuro in the middle)
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GOHO Committee Members

Deaconess Bose TemidaraDeaconess Clara OjoDeacon Kayode Awosogba 
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Pastor (Dr) & Lady Evangelist 
Oluwagbemiga Famojuro


